The EdgeEV70™ from Single Phase Power Solutions is
designed to meet the power requirements of today’s electric
vehicle charging stations in single-phase environments.
The EdgeEV70™ avoids the need for extending three-phase
distribution to charging station installations and provides solid
and reliable 3-phase 480v input generated from existing
single-phase infrastructure. Using revolutionary Written-Pole
Technology microgrids from Single Phase Power Solutions
enable the installation of charging stations across a variety of
rural locations where 3-phase power is unavailable or cost
prohibitive to install.
The Written-Pole® motor driving the EdgeEV70™ is highly
efficient, resulting in full load system efficiency exceeding 88%.
This alone can reduce energy costs by thousands of dollars,
year after year. And since the EdgeEV70™ input runs at unity
power factor, there is no power factor penalty charge. In some
areas, this translates into significant additional savings for the
operator.
The EdgeEV70™ allows weak single-phase lines to deliver
strong three-phase power with excellent voltage regulation
and precise 60 Hz frequency. The generator output voltage
provides well-balanced three-phase power capable of starting
and running large three-phase applications or power
quality-sensitive electronic controls. This equipment isolates
the application (and the utility) from harmonics that are
harmful to sensitive loads.
Built with rural applications in mind the EdgeEV70™ is
designed to ride through momentary power loss and can
accommodate voltage fluctuation in single-phase lines and still
deliver solid 3-phase power. The compact footprint,
utility-friendly design, and quiet operation are well-suited to
sensitive public spaces.
The integration of the EdgeEV70™ with EV charging stations
extends charging networks to areas lacking 3-phase electrical
service and creates better accessibility to destinations like
national parks and rural cottages to EV owners. The solution is
also appealing to environmentally conscious EV owners.

Durable, Easy to Maintain Construction
• Weather-tight Enclosure
• 14 Ga. Construction
• Painted to customer specifications
• End section hinged doors for easy access
• Designed to provide maintenance personnel with
protection from the elements during servicing.

Compatible with Battery Energy Storage
• Higher capacity DC charging stations in remote
locations can be supported with battery energy storage
• Smaller EdgeEV™ options may be used to charge
storage batteries between EV charging cycles
• Economic options when preferred EV charging
locations are restricted by single-phase service capacity

When Single-Phase is All You Have This
is the Solution You Need
• The EdgeEV70™ can accommodate up to 65 kW rapid
charging stations
• The EdgeEV™ provides a separately derived 3-phase
power source that is fully isolated protecting your
equipment
• Balanced 3-phase, four-wire output ensures stable and
efficient operation of charging stations

Easy Operation and Remote Control and
Monitoring
• 200 Amp 2-pole disconnect with 175 amp class J fuses
(input)
• 175 Amp neutral
• 200 Amp 3-pole disconnect with 200 Amp class J fuses
(output)
• 200 Amp neutral
• 1000VA 400V-120V control transformer with primary &
secondary fuses
• Weather rated enclosure suitable for installation in
public spaces.
• Available remote control and monitoring.

Environmentally Friendly EV Charging
Support
• EdgeEV™ is a cost-effective offset to high operating
and maintenance costs for diesel engines
• EdgeEV™ solutions eliminate concerns over noise
pollution and soil/water contamination, while the use of
renewable electricity eliminates emissions
• All EdgeEV™ enclosures are made from
re-purposed shipping containers. Each container
eliminates 2,800 lbs. of waist from landfills.
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